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AbstractAbstract

 System System IdentificationIdentification is a is a maturemature area, area, butbut
encountersencounters with new estimation with new estimation conceptsconcepts
keepkeep it it youngyoung and alert.and alert.

 TwoTwo suchsuch encountersencounters willwill bebe describeddescribed TwoTwo suchsuch encountersencounters willwill be be describeddescribed
herehere
 EncounterEncounter with with MachineMachine LearningLearning

 EncounterEncounter with with SparsitySparsity and and CompressedCompressed
SensingSensing

OutlineOutline

 PreamblePreamble: A : A quickquick primer on primer on estimationestimation
and system and system identificationidentification

 An An eyeeye--openingopening encounterencounter in a dark in a dark alleyalley

 …………

A Primer on EstimationA Primer on Estimation

information in datainformation in dataSqueeze out the relevant Squeeze out the relevant 
But NOT MORE !But NOT MORE !
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So need to meet the data with a prejudice!

All data contain information and misinformation  
(“Signal and noise”)
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Primer: Estimation Primer: Estimation PrejudicesPrejudices

 Nature is Simple!Nature is Simple!
 Occam'sOccam's razorrazor

((parsimonyparsimony) ) 

 God is subtle, but He is not malicious (Einstein)God is subtle, but He is not malicious (Einstein)

 So, So, conceptuallyconceptually, , whenwhen you you buildbuild a a modelmodel::

Primer: Primer: BiasBias and and VarianceVariance

MSE        =       BIAS (B)   + VARIANCE (V)MSE        =       BIAS (B)   + VARIANCE (V)

Error         =   Systematic   +    RandomError         =   Systematic   +    Random

This bias/variance tradeoff is at the heart of estimation!

The best MSE The best MSE tradetrade--offoff typicallytypically has has nonnon--zerozero biasbias!!

TakeTake Home Home MessagesMessages from the from the 
PreamblePreamble

Seek parsimonious models

The bias/variance trade-off
is at the heart of estimation

Mature area with traces to 
old history …                          
.                              

butbut still still openopen
for new for new encountersencounters
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An An EyeopeningEyeopening EncounterEncounter
I I waswas given inputgiven input--output data that output data that mimicsmimics the  the  CC--peptidepeptide

dynamicsdynamics in humansin humans

::

Find a good estimate of the Find a good estimate of the 
impulse response (transfer impulse response (transfer 
function) of the systemfunction) of the system

(My) (My) traditionaltraditional approach (Maximum approach (Maximum LikelihoodLikelihood, ML):, ML):
ze=zze=z(1:125); (1:125); zv=zzv=z(126:end); m10=pem(ze,10); m5=pem(ze,5);(126:end); m10=pem(ze,10); m5=pem(ze,5);

comparecompare(zv,m5,m10,m15)(zv,m5,m10,m15)

ModelModel Order ChoiceOrder Choice

Order 10 is best, Order 10 is best, 
reestimatereestimate::

CompareCompare modelmodel output with output with modelsmodels’ ’ simulatedsimulated outputsoutputs

m10=m10=pempem(z,10);(z,10);

CompareCompare with with TrueTrue ImpulseImpulse ResponseResponse

Happen to find the true impulse response. How good Happen to find the true impulse response. How good 
was my estimate?was my estimate?

compare(trueimp,m10,'ini','z')compare(trueimp,m10,'ini','z')

81,1%!81,1%!

A A MeetingMeeting in a Dark Alley: XXXin a Dark Alley: XXX

HereHere is a new approach to system is a new approach to system 
identificationidentification: : mfilemfile xxxxxx

>> help xxx>> help xxx

This is a magic algorithm for This is a magic algorithm for 
system identification.system identification.

Try me!Try me!

Just do Model = xxx(Data)Just do Model = xxx(Data)

So, So, let’slet’s dodo that!that!

EstimateEstimate of the of the ImpulseImpulse ResponseResponse

mxmx = = xxxxxx(z); (z); comparecompare(trueimp,mx,m10,’ini’,’z’)(trueimp,mx,m10,’ini’,’z’)

FitFit mxmx: 88 6%: 88 6%FitFit mxmx:  88.6%:  88.6%

FitFit m10: 81,1%m10: 81,1%

Surprise!

The theory of estimating linear

systems  is not dead yet!
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WhatWhat is the Key is the Key IdeaIdea??

REGULARIZATIONREGULARIZATION::
 UseUse flexible flexible modelmodel structuresstructures with (with (tootoo) ) 

manymany parametersparameters

WhichWhich onesones are notare not q iteq ite necessarnecessar ?? WhichWhich onesones are not are not quitequite necessarynecessary??

 PutPut the parameters on the parameters on leashesleashes
and check and check whichwhich onesones are are mostmost
eagereager in the in the pursuitpursuit for a for a goodgood fitfit!!
 Pull parameters Pull parameters towardstowards zerozero (   )(   )

 Pull parameters to Pull parameters to zerozero (   )(   )

OutlineOutline for for RemainderRemainder of Talkof Talk

f / ff

RegularizationRegularization: : CurbCurb the freedom in the freedom in 
flexible flexible modelsmodels..

• Regularization for bias/variance tradeoff

• Regularization for manifold learning

• Regularization for sparsity and parsimony

OutlineOutline

• Regularization for bias/variance tradeoff

• Regularization for manifold learning

• Regularization for sparsity and parsimony

RegularizationRegularization

E.gE.g. . LinearLinear Regression:Regression:

RecallRecall::

((TooToo) ) manymany parameters? parameters? PutPut themthem on on leashesleashes!!

A A FrequentistFrequentist PerspectivePerspective

FrequentistFrequentist ((classicalclassical) ) perspectiveperspective

TrueTrue parameter      parameter      noisenoise variancevariance

The The choicechoice minimizesminimizes the MSE to       the MSE to       

……

BayesianBayesian InterpretationInterpretation
is a is a randomrandom variable that variable that beforebefore observingobserving (a priori) (a priori) 

is               i.e. the negative log of is               i.e. the negative log of itsits pdf ispdf is
and and itsits pdf after (a pdf after (a posterioriposteriori) is                                       ) is                                       

This is the This is the RegularizedRegularized LS LS criterioncriterion!!

So, the reg. LS So, the reg. LS estimateestimate

gives the maximum of this pdf (MAP), gives the maximum of this pdf (MAP), 

(the (the BayesianBayesian posteriorposterior estimateestimate))

ClueClue to the to the choicechoice of of PP!!

pdf: pdf: probabilityprobability densitydensity functionfunction
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Estimation of Estimation of ImpulseImpulse ResponseResponse

A A goodgood prior for                      prior for                      describesdescribes the the 
behaviourbehaviour of the of the typicaltypical impulseimpulse responseresponse g(k):g(k):ypyp pp pp g( )g( )

ExponentiallyExponentially decayingdecaying,  ,  sizesize CC, rate , rate 

SmoothSmooth as a as a functionfunction of of k, k, correlationcorrelation



EstimateEstimate (the hyperparameters)(the hyperparameters) from datafrom data

Estimation of HyperparametersEstimation of Hyperparameters

In a In a BayesianBayesian frameworkframework, , YY is a is a randomrandom
variable with a distribution that variable with a distribution that dependsdepends on on 
the hyperparametersthe hyperparameters EstimateEstimate thosethose by ML!by ML!

””EmpiricalEmpirical BayesBayes” (EB)” (EB)

 xxxxxx:  :  estimateestimate by EB and by EB and useuse in       in       
.            .            regularizedregularized LS! (= RFIR)LS! (= RFIR)

Original research and  Original research and  resultsresults by by PillonettoPillonetto,,

De De NicolaoNicolao and and ChiusoChiuso

the hyperparameters.  the hyperparameters.  EstimateEstimate thosethose by ML!by ML!

From IR to From IR to ModelModel EstimationEstimation
The The resultresult of the of the impulseimpulse responseresponse estimateestimate is a (high is a (high 
order) Finite order) Finite ImpulseImpulse ResponseResponse modelmodel (FIR). This (FIR). This cancan be be 
convertedconverted to to statestate spacespace modelsmodels of of anyany order by order by modelmodel
reductionreduction::

mfmf = = RfirRfir(data)(data)

m = balred(mf,10)m = balred(mf,10)

””RbRb--methodmethod””

Alt. to Alt. to MLML--methodmethod

BoxBox--plotsplots over over fitsfits
for 2500 different for 2500 different 
(high order) (high order) 
systemssystems

ML  10th order ML  10th order modelmodel Rfir+BalredRfir+Balred

From IR to From IR to ModelModel EstimationEstimation

In In certaincertain casescases Rfir+BalredRfir+Balred couldcould be a be a 
viableviable approach to approach to modelmodel estimationestimation

BoxBox--plotsplots over over fitsfits
for 2500 different for 2500 different 
(high order) (high order) 
systemssystems

ML  10th order ML  10th order modelmodel Rfir+BalredRfir+Balred

A Link to A Link to MachineMachine LearningLearning
””GaussianGaussian ProcessesProcesses (GP)”(GP)”

The IR The IR estimationestimation algorithmalgorithm is a is a casecase of  of  GP GP 
functionfunction estimationestimation,,

frequentlyfrequently usedused inin MachineMachinefrequentlyfrequently usedused in in MachineMachine

LearningLearning..

((PillonettoPillonetto et al et al usedused thisthis

frameworkframework to to devicedevice the XXX the XXX algorithmalgorithm))

GP: GP: EstimateEstimate a a FunctionFunction f(x)f(x)

TheseThese are the same as the are the same as the 
previousprevious BayesianBayesian calculationscalculations!!

AssumeAssume a a GaussianGaussian prior forprior for ff

ComputeCompute the the posteriorposterior estimateestimate given the observationsgiven the observations
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MachineMachine LearningLearning of of DynamicDynamic
SystemsSystems

Carl Rasmussen (Carl Rasmussen (MachineMachine LearningLearning Group, Cambridge)Group, Cambridge)

has has performedperformed quitequite spectacularspectacular experiments by experiments by 
swingingswinging up an up an invertedinverted

pendulumpendulum usingusing MPC and aMPC and apendulumpendulum usingusing MPC and a  MPC and a  

modelmodel estimatedestimated by GP .by GP .

The The functionfunction estimatedestimated is theis the

statestate transitiontransition functionfunction

GP: GP: DualityDuality with RKHS with RKHS 
LeLett the prior pdf of the the prior pdf of the functionfunction ff havehave a a covariancecovariance

functionfunction KK associatedassociated with a with a ReproducingReproducing KernelKernel

Hilbert Space   . Hilbert Space   . ThenThen the the BayesianBayesian posteriorposterior
estimateestimate ofof ff is given asis given as

This is a This is a muchmuch studiedstudied problem in problem in statisticsstatistics and and 
machinemachine learninglearning ((WahbaWahba, , SchölkopfSchölkopf,…),…)

CompareCompare with the finite with the finite dimensionaldimensional FIR FIR casecase: : 

estimateestimate of of ff is given asis given as

1.1. SymbiosisSymbiosis with with BayesianBayesian calculationscalculations in in GaussianGaussian
f kf k

SummarySummary: : 
QuadraticQuadratic Norm Norm RegularizationRegularization

• Regularization for bias/variance tradeoff

frameworksframeworks. . 

2.2. WellWell tunedtuned regularizationregularization norm (norm (e.ge.g. by EB) . by EB) cancan givegive
significantsignificant improvementimprovement in in modelmodel qualityquality (MSE)(MSE)

Regularization norm Prior model knowledge

OutlineOutline

• Regularization for bias/variance tradeoff

• Regularization for manifold learning

• Regularization for sparsity and parsimony

TailoredTailored RegularizationRegularization

MoreMore pragmaticpragmatic: : Known/desiredKnown/desired propertiesproperties of of 
f(x)f(x) cancan be expressed in terms ofbe expressed in terms of RR

IntriguingIntriguing special special casecase: : WeWe wantwant to to estimateestimate ff
whenwhen the ”the ”regressorsregressors”       are ”       are confinedconfined to an to an 
unknownunknown manifoldmanifold: : WeWe needneed to to estimateestimate that that 
manifoldmanifold at the same time as at the same time as f f : ”: ”manifoldmanifold
learninglearning”.”.

f(x)f(x) cancan be expressed in terms of be expressed in terms of RR..

ManifoldManifold LearningLearning and and 
(NL)Dimension (NL)Dimension ReductionReduction

IfIf wewe knowknow that the that the regressorsregressors xx in a in a mappingmapping y=fy=f(x) (x) are are 
confinedconfined to a to a lowerlower dimensionaldimensional manifoldmanifold, , wewe maymay writewrite

y= f(g(x)), y= f(g(x)), wherewhere g(x) g(x) are are locallocal coordinatescoordinates ((dimdim g(x) g(x) < < dimdim xx) ) 
on the on the manifoldmanifold. This . This wouldwould givegive a a simplersimpler modelmodel..

HowHow to to findfind the the manifoldmanifold g(x)? g(x)? [[LinearLinear casecase: SVD, PCA ,…]: SVD, PCA ,…]

NL NL casecase: : ISOmapISOmap, KPCA, , KPCA, DiffeomapDiffeomap, ..,, ..,

LLE (LLE (LocalLocal LinearLinear EmbeddingEmbedding): ): FindFind a a weightweight matrixmatrix K that K that 
describesdescribes the the locallocal metricmetric of the of the regressorsregressors:                         :                         

That That matrixmatrix cancan be be usedused to to constructconstruct the the lowerlower dimensionaldimensional
locallocal coordinatescoordinates..
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FunctionFunction EstimationEstimation on on 
UnknownUnknown ManifoldsManifolds

BuildBuild a a modelmodel

A A weightweight matrixmatrix KK describingdescribing the the regressorregressor manifoldmanifold
is is constructedconstructed by LLE and that is by LLE and that is usedused to to penalizepenalize
nonnon--smoothnesssmoothness over the over the associatedassociated manifoldmanifold::

QuadraticQuadratic in in ff! ! 

Let’sLet’s applyapply it to it to brainbrain activity activity analysisanalysis ((fMRIfMRI)!)!

WDMR: WDMR: WeightWeight determinationdetermination by by manifoldmanifold regressionregression

The The ObservedObserved DataData
The The person person in the magnet in the magnet 
camera is moving his eye camera is moving his eye 
focusfocus in a in a circlecircle leftleft -- right right -- up up 
–– down and his eye focus is down and his eye focus is 
measured as                        . measured as                        . 

128 128 voxelsvoxels in the in the visualvisual cortex cortex 
are are monitoredmonitored by by fMRIfMRI, giving a , giving a 
regression vector regression vector . . 
Data are sampled Data are sampled every every twotwo
secondsseconds for for fivefive minutesminutes. . 

The The person person in the magnet in the magnet 
camera is moving his eye camera is moving his eye 
focusfocus in a in a circlecircle leftleft -- right right -- up up 
–– down and his eye focus is down and his eye focus is 
measured as                        . measured as                        . 

The The ObservedObserved DataData

128 128 voxelsvoxels in the in the visualvisual cortex cortex 
are are monitoredmonitored by by fMRIfMRI, giving a , giving a 
regression vector regression vector . . 
Data are sampled Data are sampled every every twotwo
secondsseconds for for fivefive minutesminutes. . 

The The regressorregressor is is 128128--dimensional. dimensional. At the same time the “brainAt the same time the “brain

activity is 1activity is 1--dimensional”, so the interesting variation in the dimensional”, so the interesting variation in the regresregres--

sorsor space should be confined to a onespace should be confined to a one--dimensional manifolddimensional manifold

WDMR: WDMR: EstimatedEstimated modelmodel
Let us apply Let us apply WDMRWDMR to these data!to these data!

Build a model using 110 data. Validate it on the remaining 40.Build a model using 110 data. Validate it on the remaining 40.

Below we show the predicted yBelow we show the predicted y--values (                        )values (                        )

(red) for (red) for validation measurements together with the  validation measurements together with the  
corresponding true corresponding true anglesangles ((blueblue).).gg gg (( ))

t(s)0 20 60 80

−π/2

0

π/2

π

RecallRecall: 110 : 110 estimationestimation data in         !data in         !

SummarySummary: : TailoredTailored
RegularizationRegularization

• Regularization for manifold learning

1.1. AddedAdded regularizationregularization penaltiespenalties to to criteriacriteria of of fitfit cancan be be 
usedused in an ad hoc in an ad hoc mannermanner

2.2. ConstraintsConstraints on the on the regressorregressor spacespace cancan be handled be handled 
quitequite wellwell in this in this wayway

3.3. BroaderBroader implicationsimplications for System for System IdentificationIdentification unclearunclear

OutlineOutline

• Regularization for bias/variance tradeoff

• Regularization for manifold learningRegularization for manifold learning

• Regularization for sparsity and parsimony
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RegularizationRegularization for for ParsimonyParsimony
ParsimonyParsimony: : FindFind goodgood modelmodel fitsfits, , withoutwithout beingbeing
wastefulwasteful with parameters. with parameters. ConceptuallyConceptually ((modelmodel errorerror))

CompareCompare with with Akaike’sAkaike’s AIC!AIC!

OK to OK to solvesolve with ”with ”linearlylinearly orderedordered” ” modelmodel familiesfamilies
(like FIR (like FIR modelsmodels). ). CombinatorialCombinatorial explosions for explosions for richerricher
modelmodel structuresstructures, like , like polynomialpolynomial nonlinearitiesnonlinearities, or , or 
neural neural networksnetworks with 100’s of with 100’s of possiblepossible parameters.parameters.

::

as Relaxation of as Relaxation of 

ReplaceReplace the    the    --”norm”norm” by the     ” by the     --norm!norm!

Will this still Will this still favorfavor sparsesparse solutions with solutions with 
small         ?small         ?

(”(”SparseSparse”       ””       ”parsimoniousparsimonious”)”)

Check Check LinearLinear RegressionRegression

IntersectionIntersection with plane with plane 
throughthrough the the originorigin::
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← slope λ
slope −12 →

Blue Blue CurveCurve:  :  QuadraticQuadratic fitfit

Green Green CurveCurve: : RegularizationRegularization

Red Red curvecurve: : CriterionCriterion

Blue Blue diamonddiamond: Minimum: Minimum

Check Check LinearLinear RegressionRegression

All All zeroszeros for for largelarge
andand oneone byby oneone ofofand and oneone by by oneone of of 
the the componentscomponents
becomebecome nonnon--zerozero
as   as   decreasesdecreases. . 

piecewisepiecewise
linearlinear functionfunction ofof

So, the So, the RelaxedRelaxed CriterionCriterion

still still favorsfavors sparsesparse solutions!solutions!

ConsidarableConsidarable recent recent theorytheory aroundaround this: this: 

SparsitySparsity and and compressedcompressed sensingsensing ((CandèsCandès, , p yp y pp gg (( ,,
DonohoDonoho … ~2006)… ~2006)

RegressorRegressor selectionselection in in linearlinear regression by regression by 
LASSO (LASSO (TibshiraniTibshirani, 1996):, 1996):

ConvexConvex problem. Covers problem. Covers manymany yetyet
unexploitedunexploited system system identificationidentification problemsproblems

LassoLasso--likelike ApplicationsApplications

 Order Order selectionselection in in dynamicdynamic modelsmodels

 SelectSelect polynomialspolynomials terms in NL terms in NL modelsmodels

 FindFind structurestructure in in networkednetworked systemssystems

 PiecewisePiecewise affineaffine hybrid hybrid modelsmodels

 TrajectoryTrajectory generation by generation by sparsesparse gridgrid--pointspoints

 State State smoothingsmoothing with rare with rare disturbancesdisturbances

 ….….
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A Standard State A Standard State SmoothingSmoothing ProblemProblem

e is e is whitewhite measurementmeasurement noisenoise and v  is  process and v  is  process 
disturbancedisturbance..

v is v is oftenoften modelled as modelled as whitewhite GaussianGaussian noisenoise butbut
in in manymany applicationsapplications it is it is mostlymostly zerozero and strikes and strikes 
onlyonly occasionallyoccasionally::

Control: Control: LoadLoad disturbancesdisturbances

TrackingTracking: Sudden : Sudden maneuversmaneuvers

FDI: Additive system FDI: Additive system faultsfaults

Parameter estimation: Parameter estimation: ModelModel segmentationsegmentation

The The EstimationEstimation ProblemProblem

FindFind the jump the jump timestimes and the and the smoothedsmoothed
statestate estimatesestimates

ApproachesApproaches::
WillskyWillsky--JonesJones GLR: GLR: treattreat as as unknownunknownyy
parametersparameters

TreatTreat v as WGN and v as WGN and useuse Kalman Kalman SmoothingSmoothing

IMM: IMM: BranchBranch the KF at the KF at eacheach time (jump/no jump). time (jump/no jump). 
Merge/pruneMerge/prune trajectoriestrajectories

TreatTreat it as a it as a nonnon--linearlinear smoothingsmoothing ((nonnon--GaussianGaussian noisenoise) ) 
by by particleparticle techniquestechniques

TreatTreat it as a it as a SparsitySparsity ProblemProblem

SeeSee x  as a x  as a functionfunction of  v and of  v and optimizeoptimize the the fitfit
ithith (t) 0 b(t) 0 b l il iwith with manymany v(t)=0   by v(t)=0   by solvingsolving

So this is       (So this is       (sumsum--ofof--normnorm) ) regularizationregularization

((StateSONStateSON). ). NoteNote thatthat

LoadLoad DisturbancesDisturbances: : 
DC motor with step DC motor with step loadload disturbancesdisturbances with with probabilityprobability
0.015.  0.015.  ConsiderConsider 100 time steps. 100 time steps. VaryingVarying SNR: Q= jump SNR: Q= jump 
sizesize, R = , R = noisenoise variancevariance
For For eacheach SNR, the RMSE SNR, the RMSE averageaverage over time and over 500 over time and over 500 
MC MC runsruns is is shownshown, , ManyMany different different approachesapproaches

StateSONStateSON outperformsoutperforms the the establishedestablished methodsmethods!!

SegmentationSegmentation of Systemsof Systems
SystemSystem

kk changeschanges from 2 to 1 at time 20from 2 to 1 at time 20
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DataData EstimateEstimate

Red: Red: 

EstimateEstimate

Black: Black: 
truetrue

SummarySummary:     and :     and SumSum--OfOf--NormsNorms
RegularizationRegularization

• Regularization for sparsity and parsimony

1.1. and and SoNSoN goodgood proxiesproxies for parameter for parameter countcount

2.2. ValuableValuable tooltool for for structurestructure selectionselection in in modelsmodels

3.3. HandlesHandles rare rare disturbances/changesdisturbances/changes

4.4. ActiveActive area of new area of new developmentdevelopment: : IdeasIdeas for for nonlinearnonlinear, , 
hybrid, and LPV hybrid, and LPV modelmodel estimationestimation

5.5. Of  Of  coursecourse alsoalso a a tooltool for for bias/variancebias/variance tradetrade offoff

6.6. Has Has alsoalso a a BayesianBayesian ((nonnon--GaussianGaussian) interpretation) interpretation
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The World The World AroundAround System  System  IdentificationIdentification

StatisticalStatistical LearningLearning theorytheory

SparsitySparsity

ManifoldManifold learninglearning

MachineMachine LearningLearning

SparsitySparsity

CompressedCompressed sensingsensing
ParticleParticle filtersfilters

NetworkedNetworked systemssystems

StatisticsStatistics

- regularization is a prime
tool for sparsity

- regularization [well tuned] 

TakeTake Home Home MessagesMessages
ConclusionsConclusions

Seek Parsimonious
Models

The bias/variance trade-
offers new techniques for 
robust  smaller MSE

Keep vital contacts with other
cultures in the world around
System Identification

off is at the heart of 
estimation

Mature area with traces to 
old history … but still 
open for new encounters
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